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i. introduction
Today’s online consumer has embraced user-generated content in an unprecedented fashion. The merchant community also
wisely recognizes how important reviews are, not just from an ROI perspective but for the many “hidden truths” that reviews
have exposed relative to their cross-channel efforts. The speed at which these tools are being widely adopted by all types of
retailers has made peer reviews very accessible to nearly all online shoppers.

As Mountain Gear’s Internet Marketing Manager, Whitney Parsons, noted, “Reviews
are truly at the forefront of all these community efforts.” They are likely to be just the
first wave of user-generated content but their importance is significant in building
community and delivering a more robust customer experience.

Beyond reviews, there has been a lot of discussion in the media and the merchant community about Web 2.0, but its hype
seems to be greater than its power to deliver shoppers and customers. Customer reviews, compared to other “social” tactics,
provide a profitable, customer-centric entry into social shopping. During my extensive merchant interview process they were
continually cited for their ability to convert customers.

the customer’s passion
After a review of existing research it became clear that there is preliminary evidence of the customer perspective regarding
reviews, while merchant insights and performance metrics are more difficult to both quantify and qualify. We undertook a twopronged approach to learn about customer reviews beginning with a consumer research study. The study (and this white paper),
commissioned by PowerReviews, surveyed 1,200 consumers who shop online at least four times per year, and spend $500 or
more annually. I knew there was significant interest in customer reviews but I was startled at the passion, intensity of interest,
and the integral nature that reviews play in online and cross-channel shopping.

The introduction of a “social researcher” was another one of the key findings from this study. The mindset of this individual
and their “research-orientation” coupled with their social approach changed the dynamic. This influence turns the tables on the
customer/merchant relationship and signals that reviews are only the beginning of a new shopping paradigm.

the merchant embraces social shopping
I understood that it was imperative that we also talk to the merchant community. For the second component of the paper, I
will highlight the hidden truths my interviews uncovered and the extraordinary reception reviews are receiving throughout
the merchant world. Merchant discussions included a broad cross-section of players, supported by platforms which ranged
from PowerReviews and BazaarVoice to those maintained on proprietary systems. Interview discussions covered the state of
user-generated content, exploring implementation and execution along with ROI. Issues and challenges that resulted from the
customer review experience were also detailed.

Merchants embraced adding reviews to their site while proving ROI, the typical benchmark to assess adding a site feature, was
only touched upon. Ironically, merchants have done little traditional measurement of these reviews other than to understand
their customer’s passion for the tool and their subsequent adoption.
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Merchants reiterated that the passion emanating from consumers was one of their biggest surprises; even extending to
mundane products such as post-its from Staples.

Petco’s VP of E-Commerce, John Lazarchic discussed the raw value of reviews citing, “No
matter how many reviews they receive customers continue to add their voice. A product
may already have a rating of 4.9/5 but someone will still write another positive review.”

“The consumers want their opinion out there as can be seen by the example shown below where Phyllis has shared her story
with Petco including sending images of her dogs. Initially we were only going to ask for up to 20 reviews but have learned that
50 reviews are more valuable in terms of conversion and the bottom line.”

Petco product review

One gifting merchant also noted that he was “bowled over” by the response rate and strong feedback seen on an email request
asking consumers to rate products. Some of the reviews submitted were for products purchased several months ago as holiday
sales are a significant part of their business, further magnifying consumer interest.

That passion extended to NetShops where Director of E-Commerce Jay Gordman found many people willing to share
information about what they like and don’t like including providing pictures of the product under review. Orvis VP of
E-Commerce, Brad Wolansky, particularly likes seeing photos of products in customers’ homes as it reinforces the authenticity
of the Orvis photo and is a perfect fit for its brand and respective community. Another anecdote shared by Mountain Gear’s
Parsons solidifies the customers’ connection with reviews as she observes, “Reviewers watch for their post and email us when
it’s not there in a timely fashion, confirming such a deep level of interest.” Capitalizing on the passion seen from both the
consumer and the retailer will be up to each individual merchant.

Strategies surrounding reviews are in their infancy but we anticipate merchants will put forth a myriad of tactics this year. We
are now witnessing more retailers taking advantage of increased onsite visibility, email outreach and a discussion of store
tactics is also on the radar screen.

The balance of this paper examines the consumer perspective including the Social Shopper Study, sharing findings from our
merchant interviews along with supporting data from proprietary e-tailing group research. Specific execution strategies and
tactical efforts follow; wrapping up with a look at future initiatives and ultimately the impact of reviews on customer loyalty.
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ii. the consumer perspective
There were two key parts to the Social Shopper Study conducted in 4Q ‘07 - understanding how online shoppers use reviews
today to make informed buying decisions, and exploring consumers’ preferences and interests in “Social Navigation” defined
as the ability to narrow product selections based on reviews from like-minded people.

the social researcher emerges
The first area of research uncovered a new breed of online shopper, the “Social Researcher,” who places significant emphasis
on peer feedback derived from product reviews when making purchasing decisions.

Of the respondents in the study, 65 percent were identified as Social Researchers - consumers that actively seek out and read
customer reviews prior to making a purchase decision always or most of the time. In addition, this group engaged in the use of
reviews across all behavioral areas at a rate 20 percent higher than average online shoppers:

78 percent spend more than 10 minutes in the review reading process
86 percent find customer reviews extremely or very important
76 percent find “top-rated product” lists to be extremely or very important
64 percent research products online more than half the time, no matter where they buy the product (store/web/catalog)

the cross-channel research dynamic
It has been well documented that today’s savvy consumer researches prior to shopping and our findings concurred. In fact,
researching dominates consumer behavior and crosses channels where 54 percent of consumers surveyed research online
more than one-half the time before buying in any channel. Across gender lines, men tend to be heavier researchers; 26 percent
stated that more than 75 percent of overall shopping involves researching products online, vs.18 percent of the women
surveyed.

what percent of your overall shopping (store/web/catalog) involves researching products online?
35%

32%

30%
25%

23%

22%

20%
14%

15%
10%

8%

5%
1%
0%
> 75%
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50% - 74%

30% - 49%

15% - 29%

1% - 14%

None

consumer dedication to peer-level feedback as part of the decision-making process
The passion that consumers feel for reviews was clearly revealed early in the study with the finding that 65 percent of the time
customer reviews are read “always” or “most of the time” prior to making a decision to purchase a product.

how often do you read customer reviews prior to making a product purchase decision?
43%

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%

24%

22%

20%
15%

9%

10%

2%

5%
0%
Always

Most of the
time

Some of the
time

Never, I don’t look at
customer reviews

Once in a while

While 98 percent of shoppers read reviews on retailers’ websites, 34 percent of those surveyed seek out independent review
sites and 26 percent also read reviews on Amazon, one of the pioneers of site reviews. We believe these consumers look to
corroborate their findings and are willing to invest their time accordingly.

Customer reviews foster decision-making in all stages of the shopping process where most (81%) of these individuals use
customer reviews to decide between two to three products or to confirm that their final selection is the right one. While 40
percent of consumers actually start the shopping process using reviews, 22 percent initiate reading reviews after their budget
is established. These findings suggest that reviews’ ability to serve as an “editor” is most attractive to early adopters. It
is our belief that shoppers who are steeped in utilizing reviews will continue to leverage them even earlier in the process;
manipulating the information to suit both their research and editing needs.

at what stage in the shopping process do you typically read customer reviews?
check all that apply.
When I’m trying to decide between 2 or
3 products

53%

When I begin my shopping research

40%

After I narrow it down to one product and I
want to confirm that it is the right one to buy

28%

Just after I figure out my budget and the
product features I need
Other
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22%

1%

Another hidden truth was the amount of time that shoppers spend reading reviews
before finalizing their purchases. One important observation is that one-half the
respondents spend 10 minutes or more reading these reviews.

A greater percentage of surveyed men (59%) typically spend more than one hour reading reviews as compared to women (41%).
This reinforces the passion, dedication, and willingness of online shoppers to spend their precious time learning, and
subsequently purchasing, based on the customer-generated content they consume.

how much time do you typically spend reading customer reviews for products?
35%

32%
29%

30%
25%
20%

19%
13%

15%
10%

5%

5%

2%

0%
Less than
5 minutes

5-9 minutes

10-29 minutes

30 minutes to
1 hour

More than
1 hour

No time - I don’t read
customer reviews

74 percent want to read a minimum of between 2-7 customer reviews per product to have sufficient confidence to judge a
product. 63 percent want to read more; specifically between 4-15 reviews.

what is the minimum number of customer reviews on a product you need to read to give you
sufficient confidence to judge that product?
50%

46%

40%
28%

30%

17%

20%
10%

4%

3%

2%

16 - 25

> 25

0%
1

2-3

4-7

8 - 15

# of customer reviews
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categories are ripe for reviews
We sought to understand if reviews would have value outside of categories such as consumer electronics and technology where
they already have seen strong performance. Nearly all respondents indicated that product reviews would be very helpful in
shopping for products in a wider variety of online categories including toys and video games, sporting goods, gifts and specialty
foods as well as health and beauty products.

getting tactical
From a tactical perspective, consumers provide clear choices of where and how they’d like to see reviews shown and the
consumer voice is again most desirable.
When browsing reviews, shoppers prefer to read most current (45%) or most helpful (28%) reviews first
When searching for products on a retailer’s website, shoppers prefer to see “top-rated” products listed first with highest
		 customer ranked products (53%) and retailer’s best sellers (20%) setting the tone

Golfsmith search landing page including customer ratings

social shopping is a competitive advantage
The second part of the study explored how online shoppers, particularly Social Researchers, perceive Social Navigation (ability
to narrow selection by customer feedback), especially as it bridges the gap between the ideal offline and online shopping
experience. An amazing 82 percent found reading reviews better than researching a product in-store with a knowledgeable sales
associate. The study further revealed:

Social Researchers were 76 percent more likely to shop on a retailer’s website vs. a competitor’s site if it offers social 		
navigation
Study participants found it extremely or very helpful to narrow product selection based on feedback from people “just like
them” – people with Like Interests (64%), with Similar Uses (59%) for the product such as “for travel” or “for home office”
and who sought out the same product “Pros” (56%) such as durable, lightweight or easy to use
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Onlineshoes search results page with social navigation

Lastly, the Social Shopping Study authenticated the growing importance of customer reviews in the online shopping decisionmaking process, with 93 percent of consumers indicating that they are likely to start their shopping process on a website that
offers Social Navigation. 70 percent expressed a likelihood to shop at a retailer’s website that offered customer-rating narrowing
capabilities vs. a competitor’s website that does not and 25 percent of shoppers are “a lot more likely” to shop at a website with
these capabilities.

Based on these findings, today’s online shoppers are clearly receptive to reviews and content that are customer-driven. The
tools should now be put in their hands with merchants taking advantage of technology to foster an experience that enables
customers to quickly search, edit, select, and sort products in the context of their own needs and interests via an integrated
shopping experience replete with reviews.
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iii. the merchant perspective
In the fall of 2007 merchant interviews regarding customer reviews and user-generated content were conducted across many
consumer product categories. The introduction of review functionality was evenly divided between pioneers like Zappos and
eBags, who both had launched in 1999 while others like REI and The Knot had just launched in the past six months. From a
technology perspective, several interviewed merchants handled reviews in-house while the majority outsourced customer
reviews to either PowerReviews or BazaarVoice. The diversity of approach and timing provided an array of perspectives and
insights that would not have been possible otherwise.

research revelations from the merchant community
Reviews are first and foremost a “must-have” merchant functionality to compete online today. Our own 4Q ‘06 Mystery Shopping
indicated that the penetration of sites surveyed on this feature rose from 32 percent to 38 percent and we projected a much more
robust lift this year given the enabling technology in place to support consumer review requirements. Our predictions have already
come true as we recently aggregated the 2007 results where 50 percent of the merchants are now embracing this technology.

As charted, our 6th Annual Merchant Survey shows products and reviews in good company with many other features and here
too we would expect a rise in ROI performance year-over-year. Much of the functionality that supersedes reviews is entrenched
from either a traditional retail perspective (i.e. what’s new, top sellers) or services essential to e-commerce like keyword search
and email.

all 50 features in the survey in descending order as rated very to somewhat valuable (3-5)
Keyword Search

96%

Advanced Search

65%

Community Features

41%

Email as a Merchandising
Vehicle

95%

Email-a-Friend

64%

Product Comparisons

40%

Sales or Specials

89%

Gift Certificates/Cards

63%

Frequent Buyer Programs

39%

Search/Order by
Catalog Number

58%

Corporate Programs

38%

Seasonal Promotions
89%
			
Cross-Sells

89%

Zoom

57%

Wish Lists

36%

Free or Conditional Free
Shipping

84%

Collection Selling

56%

Video

35%

Search Landing
Pages/Merchandised

83%

Customized Products

50%

Interactive Tools

33%

Top Sellers

83%

Shop the Catalog

50%

As Advertised

33%

What’s New

81%

Product Ratings & Reviews

48%

Deferred Payment Plans

33%

Up-Sells

81%

Brand Boutiques

47%

Live Chat

33%

Exclusives

78%

Personalization of Products

47%

Gift or Wedding Registry

28%

Affiliate Programs

70%

Online Outlet

46%

In-Store Pick-Up or Look-Up

26%

Alternative Views

70%

Color Change

46%

Design Tools

24%

Coupons/Rebates

68%

Pre-Orders

45%

3D Visualization

24%

Gift Center/Suggestions

67%

Alternative Payment Methods

44%

Weekly Circular

23%

Incentives to Buy

66%

Contests

44%

Audio

17%

Customized Content

66%

Limited Hour Promotions

42%

Source: 6th Annual e-tailing group Merchant Surveys, 2007
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customer experience and community top list of initiatives
Reviews are ultimately not about ROI but are about the evolution of the customer experience and the creation of communities.
Additional findings from our Merchant Survey clearly illustrate that customer experience continues to rise in importance and its
#3 ranking, behind omnipresent profitability and requisite customer acquisition, reinforces its current level of importance in the
merchant’s mind.

very important

rank the importance of each of these
initiatives to your strategic goals

2007

2006

2005

Profitability

71%

69%

68%

Customer acquisition

66%

59%

61%

Customer experience

62%

63%

57%

Customer service

62%

61%

58%

Customer retention

57%

63%

63%

Drive qualified traffic to site

49%

40%

51%

Branding

43%

30%

NA

Onsite merchandising

32%

36%

27%

Improve KPIs (key performance indicators)

29%

39%

67%

Technology and systems initiatives

29%

28%

27%

Senior management support

27%

25%

20%

Multi-channel integration

24%

27%

27%

Marketing growth

21%

23%

26%

Grow internal resources (personnel/funding)

19%

17%

17%

Inventory management/liquidation

16%

13%

13%

Source: e-tailing group Merchant Surveys, 2007-2005

the experience drives review growth
what were the 3 most important factors in the addition of customer reviews on your site?
60%

58%
47%

50%

42%
37%

40%
30%

21%
20%
10%
0%
Customer
experience
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Build customer
loyalty

Drive sales

Competitive
advantage

Fit with the
brand

Let’s begin with what compelled merchants to add the review feature to their sites in the first place. When merchants were asked,
“What were the most important factors in your addition of customer reviews on your site?” first and foremost it was about the
customer experience (59%). For 21 percent “fit” with a given merchant’s brand was a factor.

As an example, Ace Hardware’s Dana Kevish, E-Commerce Marketing Manager,
expressed, “Ace is known as ‘the helpful place’ where reviews contribute by
reinforcing their brand message. With many of our customers being first-time buyers,
it’s an opportunity to also build a loyal base.”

Their home page visibility alongside feature
products, top sellers and what’s new emphasizes
the importance of reviews. Its tabbed layout allows
complete access to top-rated product.

Ace Hardware home page

For Paragon Sports, Jay Nedell, Director of E-Commerce, conveyed, “We have a strong customer service caché among our store
customer-base and wish to extend that voice of authority online.”

Not surprisingly, there was some competitive pressure. Wolansky at Orvis, emphasized, “The social networking connection to ratings
and reviews gave us an entrée into Web 2.0 without being over the edge.” REI’s Ben Viscon, Director E-Commerce was honest in
saying, “REI was behind in the game; through site usability examination we found that customers were leaving the site to look at
reviews elsewhere and that was eye-opening.” Sr. Product Manager at GSI Commerce, Rich Zapf noted that they recommend reviews
to clients as the best entrée into social shopping, particularly in a retail context where the summary functionality is useful from
the shopping experience perspective. Jay Gordman at NetShops observed increased customer adoption and accurately observed,
“Customers expect relevant content that helps them make a purchase. It is important to meet that expectation.” SEO was mentioned by
several individuals with Mountain Gear citing a 3-10 percent organic lift being a pleasant surprise, according to Parsons. REI concurred,
emphasizing that “natural search elements are key; people write the word tent and that mention is critical,” according to Viscon.
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customer involvement essential to building community
A noteworthy insight came from The Knot’s VP E-Commerce Kristin Savilia, who emphasized, “Our customers are into social
networking and blogs as brides want to share information, embracing other people’s opinions.” Reviews work in various ways
from a brand-building perspective and can touch many different experience points for shoppers.

Peter Cobb, SVP and Co-founder of eBags pointed out, “We make a concerted effort to
listen to our customers; it’s part of our brand message that’s communicated on our home
page and entrenched in our heritage where reviews facilitate such listening.” Their “Don’t
Listen to Us, Listen To Our Customer “ messaging is supported by over 1.2 million reviews.

eBags home page

One mass merchant asserted, “It gets customers involved in the process; we are off-price, want to get her interested before she
shops with us, and believe reviews can do this.” Ace’s Kevish explained, “Our goal is to engage customers, for them to experience
our brand and ideally to get customers into the store. Today consumers want to hear from their peers and we need to leverage that.”

site as destination
Destination and community go hand-in-hand as the merchant’s ability to leverage reviews to build relationships is powerful. Users
want community where they feel a sense of attachment to a particular brand vs. a faceless website. Reviews have created a forum
where customers gain the confidence to buy as a result of peer-to-peer connections. A mass merchant noted, “We have a heavy
user population where the more integrated the review process the greater voice we can establish. This extended population
becomes a future evangelist to friends and family and is a powerful viral force. It’s as simple as customers who like reviews go to
sites with reviews which they perceive as being more trustworthy.” Petco’s Lazarchic offered, “Customers trust reviews more than
they trust us; you have to put up the good and bad. To gain loyalty, you have to tell the whole story where we become a resource
for information vs. having to look elsewhere, ultimately saving the customer time.” Golfsmith’s Corey added, “People seem to
enjoy the reviews, which serve as a sticky feature where guest satisfaction becomes the byproduct.” Once the bane of larger sites,
Stacks and Stacks President, Mel Ronick reported, “Our customers appreciate that we implemented this program. As consumers,
we liked the review feature on Amazon and some of the other large sites, so we were quick to add it.”
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confidence, trust and ultimately conversion
Merchants recognize that reviews are confidence builders, providing customers with invaluable decision-making power that
drives conversion. The unbiased nature of reviews (where they are more transparent and trustworthy) engenders customer trust
and that trust translates into loyal, lifelong shoppers. They give time-starved shoppers another perspective by serving as their
editor in deciding between products; helping them to narrow-down choices and find just what they need.

As Jon Abt, of Abt Electronics stressed, “It’s a third-party endorsement of the site because
of its social nature and is core to customer decision-making.”

The “sticky” byproduct also adds long-term value as customers return and re-buy with trust already established. The “unbiased”
value proposition of reviews provides another viewpoint that is not directly connected to the merchant. “At Staples everything
onsite has to do with guest experience; giving guests confidence in buying,” according to Peter Howard, Senior Vice President,
Staples Business Delivery. Their belief in the power of reviews could be seen this holiday season in their link to top-rated gifts
showcasing the customer point of view.

Staples top-rated gifts page

Along the same lines merchants were surprised by the number of positive reviews, another hidden truth. Lisa Dyson at Famous
Footwear was one of many respondents who mentioned being surprised at the overwhelmingly positive reviews that customers
wrote. Initial fears of heavily negative reviews never materialized for them or any other merchants we interviewed. The limited
amount of profanity was also a pleasant surprise touched upon by several profiled merchants. Of course it’s important to
remember that profanity filters are at the front-end of most review technology processes.

reviews are an intrinsic “low maintenance” customer service tool
Merchants indicate that there is less reliance on customer service as the reviews answer some of the questions that otherwise
must be handled on a one-off basis. It may be as simple as learning that a particular product is frequently being received broken
where a quick call to the warehouse can solve the problem. Abt Electronics, often cited in the retail industry for its exemplary
customer service, mentioned with delight being able to pro-actively contact customers to address an issue, thus turning an
otherwise dissatisfied shopper into a loyal customer. Conversely, Jon Abt found it frustrating not to be able to reach out to those
who submitted reviews anonymously.
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reviews serve as assortment advisors
As a former buyer/merchant I found the assortment advisor impact a valuable side-effect of the customer review process.
Merchandisers benefit by learning about the products first-hand from customers and sharing of that information internally has
broader assortment implications. One merchant said, “It served as a buyer’s unbiased review board, allowing merchants to
re-assort based on findings learned as a result of customer reviews.” Savilia at The Knot contributed, “The free survey was the
#1 byproduct which allowed us to upgrade the quality of the products we sell.” They’ve just launched with PowerReviews and
have received some negative reviews that she believes are actionable whereby she can tweak their assortment to better meet
customers’ needs.

The insights gained also are valuable for sharing with suppliers as they listen much more attentively to customer complaints
than merchant feedback so they are all ears regarding customer reviews. Al Hurlebus, Managing Director of Marketing and
Advertising at Comp USA shared that they meet with vendors quarterly to discuss these insights and vendors are now asking
for this input more frequently. As a true endorsement, several suppliers are in the process of adding reviews on their directto-consumer e-commerce websites, the ultimate testament to their value. Additionally, review sharing of performance data is
being enabled by PowerReviews, further facilitating this dialogue.
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iv. execution - start with building a review network
It is essential for sites to populate reviews as a robust set will impact the customer’s interest and subsequently the stickiness
of a site. It is also clear that a merchant’s brand and respective customer loyalty influence their ability to generate significant
reviews. As an example, the “communal” nature of the audiences from Mountain Gear (50% of customers emailed have posted
reviews) and REI (3,000 reviews in three weeks) can typically garner greater participation.

Other participation influencers include the nature and timing of follow-up emails to secure reviews as well as merchant and
technology provider incentives. Additionally innovation and testing to grow the review base will continue to be paramount
to success. Cross-channel merchants should look beyond the web channel based on the experiences of Famous Footwear as
package inserts from store shipments drove more participation than any other marketing effort according to Dyson.

% customers who have completed a review
50%
42%
37%

40%
30%
20%

11%

11%

11%

15 - 20%

> 20%

Don’t know

10%
0%
0%
0 - 5%

6 - 10%

11 - 14%
% of customers

the depth of reviews builds the community
We did learn that more merchants are focused on the overall number of reviews rather than the percentage of participating
customers. Community sites, as mentioned, foster greater penetration while others find themselves in the low single digits.

Another consideration was a merchant’s inventory turn. While some had significant evergreen products, others in categories like
apparel and home furnishings were satisfied maintaining lower participation rates. Those merchants with high turns believe 10
percent penetration is strong and a good place from which to grow both the depth and breadth of their reviews.
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% of products that have reviews

30%
26%
25%
20%
16%

16%

16%

15%
11%

11%

10%
5%
5%
0%
0 - 5%

6 - 10%

11 - 15%

16 - 20%

21% - 39%

40 - 60%

61%

% of products

the long tail phenomenon
From a long tail perspective merchants’ revelations pointed to a split personality scenario. Like Orvis, most emphasized that
they secured a high number of reviews on best-selling goods such as their signature polo shirt. “It’s a self-fulfilling prophecy
as best sellers simply get reviewed more,” noted both Abt Electronics and Paragon Sports, experiences consistent with their
counterparts in other categories.

Several merchants indicated that strong niche selling can occur where obscure products are found though it was more the
exception than the rule. Another merchant concurred, finding that reviews do help sell lesser known brands; pumping up sales
on niche product and thereby fueling the long tail. “If there’s validation it’s always better for the customer,” that merchant
concluded. At eBags, Cobb observed, “With products such as luggage and backpacks, our shelf life is longer than other
categories so we have the opportunity to build up a relevant number of customer reviews for many products. Many models
have hundreds of customer reviews which are invaluable to shoppers considering whether to make the purchase.”

One mass merchant remarked, “Reviews help private label sales thus they help margins.” Another mentioned that the
impact was somewhat significant but it goes back to the number of reviews on an item. At Mountain Gear, “We’re a broader
assortment merchant to begin with so it compliments that part of our brand efforts.” NetShops agreed, “Most reviews are on
best sellers yet for fringe products that get reviews there are increased sales. Overall we have 25,000 reviews across 12,000
products.”
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the product page is the review hub
Merchants were asked, “Where within the site did your reviews perform most successfully?” Tactically speaking the product
page is the hub for product reviews and not surprisingly 79 percent of merchants surveyed rated it as very successful with some
emphasizing their real estate visibility. REI, like a number of other merchants, has given reviews prominence within their tabbed
selling structure on the product page knowing its importance to their community of customers.

REI product page

In addition, the home page had varying degrees of success with 37 percent reporting strong successes. As summarized below,
there was certainly an array of tactics highlighted for integrating reviews on both the home page and product page:

use when we have deep inventory to liquidate
educates the shopper that reviews are part of the site experience
allows us to draw further attention to feature product
perusing our top-rated products has been a strong feature drawing visitor attention

Lastly, if visitors read a top-rated review banner, it converts three times as much as those who don’t, reinforcing the value of
featuring reviews onsite according to NetShops.
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v. measurement techniques
independent of what you measure, how do you feel that customer reviews impacted your
e-commerce business?
Significantly
58%

58%

60%

Not at all
58%

53%

Don’t know

Somewhat

53%

50%
40%
30%

37%

32%

26%

20%
10%
0%

16%

11%
0%

16%
5%

0%

Sales

32%

26%

AOV

Broader spectrum
of product

0%

5%

Customer
satisfaction

11%
0%
Website
engagement

customer satisfaction abounds
Interesting derivatives of the review experience identified in our merchant interviews reinforce that customer satisfaction
and site engagement are certainly impacted. As previously noted the customers’ passion for and subsequent time spent with
reviews astounded many of these same merchants.

“First and foremost reviews were seen as essential to our customers; more so than the
product description,” according to Zappos. They impact the sticky factor; something
that Zappos believes in as the typical time spent on the site exceeds 15 minutes, which
they know is above average for this industry.

Often times when I’m shopping their site in search of shoes for my daughter, I find these reviews are instrumental in the
selections that get added to that cart.

Zappos product page with review excerpts

When queried, independent merchants were unanimous in their belief that overall customer satisfaction was higher as a result of integrating
reviews on websites. They indisputably mentioned that site engagement reaped positive results given the time spent reading reviews on
any site. In fact a number of merchants were taken back by customers’ passion and propensity to both read and write reviews. Customer
satisfaction has many dimensions. “It allows us to react to negative feedback and either upgrade or remove it from the assortment,” stated
Savilia at The Knot. Anecdotally, according to NetShops’ Gordman, “We have received some feedback where customers say they are glad
reviews are available and they spend time reading the reviews but they will not give reviews credit for influencing their final decision.”
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reviewed products see exponential growth
When it came to measuring the performance of reviews, merchants promptly selected a methodology I had not put forth in the
list of options. Most compared the performance of products that were reviewed with those that had not been reviewed at all.

Per Gordman, “Product reviews bring lots of people back to read them so there is a
strong re-sell opportunity. NetShops garnered 26 percent growth for products with
reviews based on their research findings.

They stayed focused on this one metric and made a best effort in their research to eliminate seasonality, Internet growth,
and site enhancements, but did mention that it was hard to be tangible as so many other things impact the site. Others also
mentioned the challenge of measuring true performance when multiple features are involved. Another mass merchant was
thrilled by an 11-20 percent increase with products that have reviews. Reviews are proving even more valuable for proprietary
product as they build credibility and trust, much harder to come by for this particular merchant. Orvis saw a 30 percent increase
in sales per visitor on reviewed products with some categories like luggage as high as an 84 percent increase, reported
Wolansky.

how do you ACTUALLY measure the success of customer reviews on your site?
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conversion and sales performance
Some merchants expressed difficulty in determining the impact of reviews on the conversion rate as this chart indicates:

what is the OVERALL increase in conversion rate that you have seen as a result of adding
reviews to your site?
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Several savvy sellers wanted to understand how positive reviews perform vs. negative reviews as well as how top sellers that are
typically heavily populated perform vs. products with limited review penetration, The Knot’s Savilia indicated that some of their
most heavily trafficked pages featured products with reviews and these saw a one-point increase in conversion.

It is important to note at this juncture that varying costs and an array of business models exist including in-house, pay for
performance and pay for fee models. For those operating under pay for performance models, the following sentiment was
expressed by more than one merchant, “If I was paying, I’d care more and thus I don’t feel under pressure to know performance
specifics. We do however find that there is a correlation between lots of reviews which equals more sales and less returns
because our customers are more informed.”
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average order value sees some impact
The average order value was discussed as showing some impact.

Staples’ Howard indicated that customers find their way to more expensive products
by taking advantage of good-better-best formats, “We have seen that if there are more
favorable reviews on the better and best products, customers move up the ladder,
ultimately spending more.”

There is a lot of “I’ll take those too” mentality per Paragon Sports where cross-sells featured near the selected product
foster similar behavior. Beach Audio’s CEO, Dave Schloss, mentioned that the mere extra exposure of reviewed products
resulted in subsequent sales increases. Lastly, Golfsmith’s Corey noted that by populating emails with higher price points and
corresponding ratings, they garnered a higher average order.

Either way most merchants agreed that if customers were exposed to peer-based reviews it ultimately increases conversion.
Generally speaking, for most surveyed, significant sales are directly tied to the number and depth of reviews. At the end of the
day, both AOV and sales were thought to be impacted though it was more about “gut” than true measurement and not the core
concern of interviewed merchants.

At Petco and Famous Footwear themed or dedicated merchandising had some positive impact on their brand landing pages but
these were more of a one-off tactic than a standard across the merchant community.

email outreach effective
Email also saw strong performance among those surveyed. Just under one-third of these merchants tested reviews in email
with most reporting “very successful” results. Petco found significant link click-through (up to 16 products vs. standard 1-2).
Stacks and Stacks made email product selections based on favorable reviews, impacting sales of these positively reviewed
products.

From a sales perspective Mountain Gear found 2.5-3 percent incremental revenue increase from those who were emailed
to complete a review and subsequently placed an additional order. Another revealing email example came from Golfsmith
where they experienced 42 percent more sales via promotional emails with reviews vs. the control group, according to Corey.
MountainGear saw an exponential increase in conversion on products that have reviews (1-4 reviews see 15% increase in
conversion; 5+ reviews experience a 30% increase in conversion). “We believe that consumers desire more reviews to get the
true personal experience,” suggests Mountain Gear’s Parsons. Petco saw similar findings, “For emails sent where we have
highly reviewed products vs. standard reviews we saw a 5-15 percent bump over standard,” cites Lazarchic.”

Email will likely be an important growth area based on such strong early results and its inexpensive cost to deploy. Its role
includes introducing top rated products while simultaneously populating onsite reviews as the following examples illustrate.
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This email from NetShops shows off their seasonal and top-rated products emphasizing some of their customer favorites.

As we monitor merchant campaigns our findings indicate that merchants are getting creative with their email strategies looking
to populate reviews onsite in a cost-effective manner. Orvis ties into a contest linking it to a gift card promotion.

Blue Nile circles back with me on a purchase I made recently and as it was a gift I passed this email on to the recipient to
complete. The visual execution was engaging and encouraged me to add my voice with other reviewers.
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return rate review
Lastly, a look at reductions in return rates was touched upon as an excellent consequence of onsite reviews. The return rate was
not necessarily an area where merchants expected benefits, but Petco’s Lazarchic reported very satisfactory findings.

“Products typically saw a 1 percent return rate but with reviews return rates dropped
to .83 percent on higher ticket items and for products that have 50 reviews, returns
have decreased by 4 percent.”

Golfsmith also saw strong results in return reduction from 5.2 percent to 2.7 percent since reviews were implemented.

Additionally, the cross-channel implications are beginning to be addressed, with REI even measuring the print-button in
anticipation of consumers armed with copies of online product reviews for use during store visits. Regardless of performance
insight, at the end of the day, most were in accord with one gift merchant who summed up the situation, “It’s a service; reviews
build community and trust. They are the right thing for our site, we would have spent $20,000-$50,000 without incremental
sales; we get ideas of products that people are enthusiastic about and better yet, it’s a statistically relevant way of using
customer feedback.”

Undoubtedly, with analytics getting more sophisticated, there will be increased scrutiny relative to the performance of all
metrics, even those that are free, given the finite nature of onsite real estate and outbound email efforts. We would expect that
merchants will continually refine their presentations to achieve best-in-class execution.
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vi. future initiatives
Once merchants move beyond product page placement and email outreach, their planned initiatives will likely include more
in-depth integration across the website, an exploration of cross-channel tactics, and most importantly, optimization of search for
more sophisticated selling. Evolving email solicitation was also touched on by Mountain Gear and NetShops, among others.

Search upgrades were currently on tap at Orvis and Famous Footwear while NetShops and Petco are both planning search
upgrades in 2008. REI is looking toward integration of search results at the category page level. Paragon Sports will also be
integrating product thumbnails complete with reviews on their landing pages.

The potential value of giving your entire customer base the tools to review then being able to port that content over to the rest
of your customers is just the beginning of evolving the functionality. Taking advantage of merchant learning will lead to the
application of attributes handled on a per merchant basis such as at Golfsmith where they will look to sort ratings and reviews
by handicap.

There is work to be done with creative execution and deployment as a promotional tactic within the email.

This interesting brand-centric idea came from The Knot’s Savilia, “Once we have more
reviews we will move into the editorial site with tactics that could include Knotties top
choices integrated within the editorial content.”

“From there, highlighting products using language such as ‘more brides satisfied with this product vs. any other,’ culminating
in subsequent magazine placement should be expected.” There are endless uses that offer great potential and certainly an
important hidden revelation from our research.

“Cross-channel initiatives are clearly on the horizon as past performance such as the volume of customers that send in reviews
from store channels leads us to believe that there are many opportunities,” cited Dyson at Famous Footwear. Using reviews
to reach out to their store-base will also result in store signage and identification of top-rated products; moving another online
tactic into the mainstream of store selling.

Segmentation and profiling will allow merchants to take social navigation to the next level. eBags, long a pioneer, sees
addressing profiling by customer segment as a precursor or enhancement to the interest in social networking. By leveraging
analytics, Zappos and others know that they can optimize the numbers to elevate existing merchandising.

As with any emerging technology there will be many new ways to evolve and promote the tools, limited only by the creativity
merchants can incorporate into the shopping experience across channels.
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vii. loyalty - the last horizon
Ultimately, merchants are looking for loyalty among today’s fickle shoppers. Early signs of success were articulated when asked,
“Do you have any hard evidence or anecdotal findings on how customer reviews impact customer loyalty?” The merchants
I interviewed provided insightful indicators that reviews do in fact engender loyalty. At ABT Electronics, customer feedback
comes in the form of emails saying, “We love these reviews and they are helpful.” Petco also gets opinions via its BizRate
survey data where customers indicated, “Reviews are the #1 reason for our purchase decisions.” Additionally merchants
get significant non-solicited commentary from customers on the value of reviews. Golfsmith reported customers’ feedback,
“Reviews help us figure out what products to buy.”

One mass merchant has quantified the importance of reviews, indicating that a customer who writes reviews has a 20-30
percent better repeat rate. Paragon Sports saw that repeat customers increased 20 percent since they implemented reviews with
no other changes being executed onsite.

I loved this response from Zappos, “Talk to the marketing team - it’s been seven years
so we believe in it.” Their vote of confidence should serve as an inspiration to the entire
merchant community.

Armed with knowledge of both the merchant and consumer perspective, merchants can evolve their efforts to ensure they
design customer-centric strategies that embrace these social shoppers. Leaders and innovators in the merchant community will
undoubtedly invent new ways to bring user-generated content to the forefront where the possibilities are endless in this new
world of social networking. Insights and initiatives will surely come from consumers. Listening and learning should once again
provide the inspiration to take the necessary next steps toward achieving the right customer experience, which will in turn yield
even greater results.
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